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metering
Metering stanDarDs Create Confusion in 
MexiCo’s wholesale eleCtriCity Market

Mexico’s energy regulator cre is working on issuing 
new metering standards in an effort to strengthen the 
country’s wholesale electricity market, known as MeM. 
the upcoming regulation has generated confusion among 
market participants due to its delay, the announcement 
of an interim regulation and the costs associated with the 
transition and outcome of the regulations. 

the MeM is currently a cost-based, short-term energy 
market with day-ahead and real-time markets. to date, 
the meters approved as per the previous Mexican official 
standard lack real-time communication, and market 
operator cenace is forced to estimate the demand of the 
associated load centres as “indirectly-modelled” loads. 

within the MeM, it is necessary to have real-time 
communication between the user’s meter and qualified 
suppliers, state-run utility cfe transmission, cfe 
Distribution and cenace. the new metering standards 
are intended to facilitate the liquidation, or settlement, 
processes between cenace and the different market 
participants of the MeM, by providing greater accuracy 
in real-time measurements. this is aimed at a more-
precise modelling of sen, the national electric system, 
which includes the mainland as well as the states of Baja 
california norte and Baja california sur. 

new Metering not requireD for Cfe BasiC 
supply users 
Prior to the energy reform, the measurement equipment 
was defined, financed and operated by state-run utility 
cfe. after the reform, cre was tasked with defining 
regulations for measurement equipment like meters. the 
supply activities carried out by cfe are now referred to as 
basic supply (suministro basico in spanish). 

with the introduction of the MeM by the energy reform, cfe 
basic supply users have the option to voluntarily request 
their registration as qualified users, as long as they comply 
with a 1 Mw demand requirement. this type of user might 
be an industrial organisation, for example. this registration 
enables them to be supplied by a qualified supplier outside 
of the cfe or to participate independently in the MeM. 

the basic supply users that become qualified users 
automatically participate in the MeM, either by themselves 

or through the representation of a qualified supplier, which 
triggers the new MeM metering requirements. 

however, market participants that decide to remain as cfe 
basic supply users can continue to use their current meters.

interiM regulation
the public consultation on the draft for new metering 
standards ended on 16 March. as the standards are being 
finalised, cre has determined a temporary regulatory 
instrument will be issued to guide the transition period in 
which arms of state-run utility cfe, cfe Distribution and 
cfe transmission, are in charge of the approval of existing 
meters needed to participate in the MeM. 

the temporary regulatory instrument was scheduled to 
be published as early as august, according to statement 
from cre but at publication, no announcement had yet 
been made. 

the decision supports an administrative ruling by cre from 
21 June where cfe Distribution and cfe transmission 
were already authorised to conduct diagnostic tests to 
approve existing meters. any final regulation will not 
come into force until 60 calendar days after the date of its 
publication in Mexico’s official gazette. 

Market iMpliCations
the 21 June ruling and the announced interim regulation 
arise from the need to facilitate the incorporation of new 
market participants, given that cenace has received 

relateD regulations
■  on 10 January 2018, energy ministry sener published 

the Measurement settlement Guidelines (Manual 
de Medicion para liquidaciones in spanish), which 
establishes the measurement system requirements to 
register power transactions carried out by the users of 
transmission or distribution services, transporters and 
distributors, as well as for the acquisition, processing 
and delivery of the measurement records.

■  on 12 January 2018, sener published the settlement 
Guidelines (Manual de liquidaciones in spanish), which 
establish the formulas and calculation procedures to 
determine the billing and payments for the activities 
carried out by market participants.
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while the energy reform was partly intended to provide a 
way for qualified users to migrate to Mexico’s wholesale 
electricity market, the administrative process and pending 
regulations seem to work against the reform by making it 
easier for users to stay with the cfe. 

the expectation is for the interim and final regulations to 
be the same or very similar to avoid a double investment in 
metering. if the regulation is finalised as expected, it may 
be helpful for market participants who have been awaiting a 
resolution to this crucial matter.

multiple requests for registering generation plants and load 
centres to join the MeM. 

the main concern from market participants is having to 
bear a cost for new meters during this transition period, and 
then possibly being required to change meters once the 
metering standards are finalised. Perhaps most importantly, 
the consensus among market participants polled was that 
it was unfair that cfe’s basic supply users are not required 
to upgrade their metering systems as the new regulations 
come out. they described it as unfair competition. 

cre indicated that the mechanism for cases in which a 
replacement of meters is required would be established in 
the forthcoming final metering standards. 

the delay of final metering standards is a barrier to 
promoting a competitive power market which could lower 
costs and bolster productivity among qualified users 
providing goods and services in the economy. 
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speCial Cases
■  in the case of legacy power plants and power plants 

under a legacy interconnection contract, the metering 
standards will be those defined in the contract, since 
transitory articles 10 and 12 of the electricity industry 
law (lie) part of the energy reform indicate that the 
terms of the permits granted under the electricity Public 
service law will prevail.

■  the meters should also fix any calculation problems that 
arise between joint property units, known as uPcs, and 
market operator cenace for the allocation of surplus 
energy to cfe and the MeM.
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